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Frankfurt DJ Chris Liebing remembers Tresor, the techno club founded near Potsdamer 
Platz in East Berlin, by the sweat dripping from its ceiling. "It was in a vault," he says. "The 
walls were very thick and the energy in there multiplied. That's why the ceiling was dripping. 
That's the way it had to be." 
 
Tresor's famous underground dancefloor, which hosted millions until the club's original 
premises closed in 2005, saw many things. It saw the aftermath of the fall of the Berlin Wall, 
when creatives flooded into East Berlin to squat, set up galleries and host clubs. It saw the 
explosion of techno in Europe, with the arrival of a new wave of DJs from Detroit attracted to 
Tresor's aggressive aesthetic and sound system. It saw an "anything goes" door policy 
which helped cause clashes with the police. And it saw closure, and reinvention, in a new 
building elsewhere. Liebling, speaking in a 2008 documentary by filmmaker Tilmann Künzel, 
is referring to the trapped energy of a thousand clubbers heaving with excitement: but he 
could equally be referring to the energy of the team which founded and has run Tresor since 
the beginning, allowing it to bear witness to two decades' of clubbing history and still 
continue to evolve.  
 



"It makes the best sense to describe Tresor as a series of sub-cultures," says Tresor's 
founder Dimitri Hegemann. "It's a movement: not a venue". It was Hegemann who was there 
when Germany reunified and a group of friends discovered the empty shell of a former 
department store on Leipziger Straße in the city centre. Duly converted into a nightclub and 
exhibition space, thousands came to its opening night. They continued to come until inflated 
property prices attracted developers, and it closed in 2005. Two years later it reopened in 
new premises in Mitte, another Berlin district. And now, marked with this exhibition of 
photography and flyers at Rivington Street's RED gallery, Hegemann is embarking on a new 
mission: to encourage cultural innovation, the same as that seen in Tresor in the early 1990s, 
in settlements around Europe.  
 
"So many people in their teens and twenties come to Berlin and so many go under," he says. 
"There's the possibility that they'll end up doing jobs they don't want to be doing. But we 
need to catch them. We need to accompany and look after these people who are so highly 
motivated. And we need to say, go back and do this in your home city. We'll talk to people; 
we'll get you a space." 
 
Hegemann began his music career running UFO, an acid house club in West Berlin. When it 
shut in 1990, he sought out a new headquarters. Accompanied by a local "fixer", Johnnie 
Stieler, he took a car trip to downtown East Berlin, where, in the vacuum caused by the loss 
of Communism, around a third of the buildings had been abandoned. At such a time of 
political and administrative upheaval, confusion reigned over who owned what. This was 
perfect for the itinerant clubbing community, used to moving and setting up at short notice 
before the police caught up. And when Stieler and Hegemann - two young innovators, 
hoping to make the best of the city's circumstances - stumbled over the empty frame of the 
former Wertheim building, they knew they'd struck gold.  
 
"The spaces really were like a present,"says Hegemann. Huge, industrial, cheap and with its 
own logo (Tresor's branding of "concentric circle and two bars" was first found on an old 
lock) they took out a lease. As they had no permission to operate a nightclub, there was no 
written promotion, so news spread by word of mouth. "I'd never experienced anything like 
it," says British director Mike Andrawis, who directed 2004's Tresor Berlin: The Vault & the 
Electronic Frontier, about the club's history. "I was a drummer and used to make a lot of 
noise but I'd never quite experienced anything like that." 
 
"That" referred to the volume of the sound system and the stark nature of a former bank 
vault, flooded from broken pipes, filled with smoke and strobe lighting, in which people 
danced for up to 48 hours.  
 
Despite or because of its low overheads and lack of corporate sponsorship, the space won 
particular popularity with Detroit DJs including Jeff Mills and Blake Baxter, many of whom 
relocated to Germany in the early 1990s. "Berlin reminded me of Detroit before all the new 
construction," said Mike Grant, one of the US DJs who played in Tresor. "In a way you felt 
right at home." 
 
But what attracted musical pioneers and the public, week on week, was also what attracted 
the authorities' anger. Police raids began, reached a peak in 2003, and East Berlin became a 
modern metropolis, hiking up rents and calling time on a 15-year party. Despite all they'd 
done for fostering cultural innovation, providing jobs for people with creative aspirations but 
no way to realise them, Tresor felt more "persecuted" than "supported". "I cannot 
understand why it is not appreciated that we created jobs and enhanced the status of 
Berlin," says booker Alexandra Droener. "This seems unfair to me as someone who formed 
the city. It was our gift to Berlin."  
 
The club has since been buoyed by a successful record label and new premises in a 
renovated power plant on Köpenicker Straße. And last year Hegemann was invited by the 
local government of the small town of Schwedt, on the Germany-Poland border, to find a 
way of preventing its youth from abandoning the town for the allure of urban life. Tresor's 



story, after all, was as much the ambition of its organisers as historical luck. So last year 
RED gallery put on a show of rediscovered public posters from Schwedt, many extremely 
rare and hailing from the heyday of Communism, in an attempt to celebrate the town's long 
creative history. And by trumpeting all that he achieved with his Berlin club, during times as 
economically bereft as now, Hegemann hopes to inspire those planning creative careers, 
both in Germany and abroad.   
 
"I've met so many interesting people," he says. "They have come to me to see the incredible 
space we've had, and it's got so much potential for cultural education. I want to focus on 
young people, young people who don't know what to do, or are creative and don't know 
how to start something." One option is an "academy" to train musicians, artists and writers. 
But using exhibitions as a means of highlighting his hopes - still brimming with energy two 
decades down the line - also helps. "I'm 56 now and I have so much to say," he concludes. 
"We know reality. They'll take us seriously. It is a new mission. To bring this home to the 
countryside. Come to Berlin, check it out, then take it home, take your cultural ideas away 
and then realise them. We will support you. So let's meet back there. Let's have some 
motion and movement. We know what it means to have a club with a soul."  
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